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Rotational spectra of N1
2 : An advanced undergraduate laboratory

in atomic and molecular spectroscopy
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We describe an inexpensive instructional experiment that demonstrates the rotational energy levels

of diatomic nitrogen, using the emission band spectrum of molecular nitrogen ionized by various

processes in a commercial ac capillary discharge tube. The simple setup and analytical procedure is

introduced as part of a sequence of educational experiments employed by a course of advanced

atomic and molecular spectroscopy, where the study of rotational spectra is combined with the

analysis of vibrational characteristics for a multifaceted picture of the quantum states of diatomic

molecules. VC 2015 American Association of Physics Teachers.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1119/1.4926960]

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most effective pedagogical approaches to
teaching upper level physics is to integrate research topics
and methods into advanced laboratory courses.1–3 For exam-
ple, in the Department of Physics at Miami University, we
offer four advanced laboratory courses to upper-level physics
majors and graduate students.4–11 In one of these courses, we
assist students in understanding the fundamental connections
between atomic and molecular spectra and the underlying
structures through a series of experiments.8 In this paper, we
present one such experiment revealing some aspects of the
quantized rotational states of gaseous molecular nitrogen—
an archetypal homonuclear diatomic molecule. The rather
intuitive spectral analysis employed in this experiment pro-
vides a learning tool for the extensive concepts of quantum
mechanics included in physics curricula, as well as for
exciting applications such as in thermal plasmas,12,13 in envi-
ronmental control,14 or in the study of the molecular constit-
uents of planetary and stellar atmospheres.15 Due to its
abundance in our ecosystem, the nitrogen molecule is one of
the oldest topics of interest for spectrographers, with the first
observations made in the second half of the 1800s.16 Since
then, it has become a thoroughly studied system often used
for introducing the intricacies of diatomic molecular models
characterized by ever surprising physics across all energy
scales. Thus, while focusing on surveying its rotational struc-
ture, we note that its instructional impact and the full picture
of the emission spectra of nitrogen can be fully appraised
only in association with other experiments in the sequence,
such as the complementary study of the vibrational spectrum
of the nitrogen diatomic molecule, described in a previous
article.10

The energy of a molecule comprises its electronic, vibra-
tional, and rotational contributions quantized into nested
structures of levels with significantly different energy scales.
In the experiment described in this paper, we probe the rota-
tional states which have a level separation of the order of
0.01 eV, compared to the order of 0.1 eV for the vibrational
separations, and a few eV between excited electronic states.
The sample diatomic gas is nitrogen in an inexpensive com-
mercial ac capillary discharge tube. In such a discharge,
direct electron impact excitation and ionization of N2 gives

rise to a dauntingly complex spectrum of electronic transi-
tions. Since homonuclear diatomic molecules possess no per-
manent dipole moment, pure rotation and rotation-vibration
spectra are absent. The electronic transitions occur between
a wide variety of excited molecular neutral and ion states,
each with some distribution of population over the various
allowed vibrational and rotational levels. The electronic
structure of nitrogen has been extensively studied.17,18

In a diatomic molecule, the overlap of atomic orbitals
with similar energies spawns molecular orbitals with lower
energy for constructive superposition (bonding orbital) and
higher energy for destructive superposition (antibonding
orbital), resulting in a characteristic layout of electronic
energy levels.19 The strength and length of the inter-atomic
bonds depend on the particular electron configuration of
these levels. Consequently, the internal energy associated
with the quantized vibrational and rotational degrees of free-
dom of the molecule is sensitive to molecular excitations
which redistribute the electron cloud around the nuclei
between bonding, antibonding, and unbound states.

The diatomic molecule vibrates about the equilibrium
bond length corresponding to each electronic configuration
and concurrently rotates about an axis perpendicular to the
bond axis through the center of mass with rotational inertia
depending on the bond length. Therefore, each such elec-
tronic state contains a range of vibrational levels indexed by
quantum numbers v ¼ 0; 1; 2;…, and each vibrational level
comprises a fine structure of rotational energy levels indexed
by quantum numbers J ¼ 0; 1; 2;…, etc. Electronic transi-
tions therefore form bands due to changes in vibrational and
rotational levels that occur during the transition.

Typically, the ground electronic state is labeled X,
whereas the excited states are labeled A;B;C;…; a; b; c;…,
etc. In molecules, the sum of the projections of the orbital
angular momenta on the line connecting the two atoms is
denoted K. Based on K, the electronic states are named R
(K¼ 0), P (K¼ 1), and so forth. As in the case of atoms, the
multiplicity of a state of a diatomic molecule is given by
2Sþ 1, where S is the total spin of the electrons in the mole-
cule. The electronic state of a molecule is then labeled as
2Sþ1K. The symmetry is important when describing molecu-
lar orbitals because an electronic transition depends on
whether the two orbitals involved are symmetric or
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antisymmetric.19,20 The positive ðþÞ or negative ð�Þ right
superscript for R states indicates whether the electronic wave
function remains the same or changes sign by the reflection
symmetry along an arbitrary plane passing through the inter-
nuclear axis. If a molecular orbital has a center of symmetry
under inversion around the internuclear axis, it is designated
with a subscript g (“gerade” in German, meaning even par-
ity), and u (“ungerade” or odd parity) if it does not. The tran-
sitions are allowed for g$ u but are forbidden for g$ g
and u$ u since parity must change. Molecular vibrational-
rotational transitions are governed by the selection rules
DJ ¼ J00 � J0 ¼ 0;61 (J0 ¼ 06!J00 ¼ 0) where a prime (0)
and double prime (00) are used to label the upper and lower
electronic states, respectively. In emission spectra, the transi-
tions DJ ¼ 0 form the Q-branch, DJ ¼ 1 the P-branch, and
DJ ¼ �1 the R branch. A more detailed description of the
selection rules governing electronic transitions and the
respective spectral notation are given in Ref. 18.

In the nitrogen discharge, direct electron impact ionizes
the nitrogen primarily next to the electrodes, where the spec-
trum can be collected via optical fiber as shown in Fig. 1(a).
In our experiment, the students obtain a band of emission
spectrum that results from the X 2Rþg  B 2Rþu transition of
nitrogen molecular ion Nþ2 as shown in Fig. 1(b). One of the
most prominent band systems of this transition occurs in the
region 286–587 nm of Nþ2 and is called the first negative sys-
tem. As its name indicates, this system is observed in the
negative column of a discharge through nitrogen or those
containing some trace level of argon or helium and the bands
are due to the singly positively charged molecular ion.19 Our
spectrum contains the features necessary for a fairly accurate
estimation of molecular parameters.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, we briefly introduce some theoretical background

necessary to analyze the observed spectrum. Then, in Sec.
III, the analysis of spectra is presented in three parts. In the
first part, the students observe the spectrum and use a
Fortrat diagram19 to perform a fairly accurate assignment
of J00-values. In the second part, students are expected to
analyze the spectrum, discuss its shape (such as the maxi-
mum and alternating peak intensity), and determine the
rotational constants of the upper and lower electronic
states. In the third part, students determine the rotational
temperature of the molecule. This is followed by the con-
clusion in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The simplest quantum mechanical model of the rotating
diatomic molecule envisions it as a rigid rotor, which yields
a fairly straightforward form for the rotational energy by
approximating molecular vibrations and rotations as
decoupled degrees of freedom. Neglecting the small centrifu-
gal distortion caused by the stretch of the molecule (which
decreases the energy slightly), the rotational energy Erot

retains mainly its kinetic term. So, in its classical form, the
energy reduces to Erot ¼ L2=2I, where L is the angular
momentum and I is the moment of inertia. According to the
rigid rotor model, the molecular bond is stiff. However, in
reality, the bond length oscillates many times during each
rotational period, so the moment of inertia I can be written in
terms of the average bond length rv for each allowed vibra-
tion: I ¼ lr2

v , with l ¼ mN=2 ¼ 1:16� 10�26 kg being the
reduced mass of the homonuclear diatomic molecule.
Furthermore, the quantum-mechanical nature of the molecu-
lar rotor demands that the square of the angular momentum
L2 take only discrete values JðJ þ 1Þ�h2, such that

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Experimental apparatus showing the fiber-spectrometer probing the emission spectrum of the nitrogen molecular ions Nþ2 which are

created near the electrode of an ac capillary discharge tube. (b) Partial potential-energy curves of nitrogen molecular ion showing its rotational and vibrational

levels in the X2Rþg and B2Rþu electronic states (Ref. 17). Due to the relation between the electron distribution in molecules and their vibrational and rotational

properties, molecular electronic states contain a structure of vibrational energy levels, which in turn resolve into a fine structure of rotational levels (repre-

sented with solid rectangles on each level). Inset shows an energy level diagram for a band with P- and R-branches for the ðv0 ¼ 0; J0Þ ! ðv00 ¼ 0; J00Þ
emission.
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EJ ¼
J J þ 1ð Þ�h2

2I
: (1)

It is convenient to express the energy of the rotational level
within a vibrational level v in terms of wavenumber (cm�1)
by a rotational term value

FvðJÞ ¼ EJ=hc ¼ BvJðJ þ 1Þ � DvJ
2ðJ þ 1Þ2; (2)

where the coefficient Bv is a characteristic of the vibrational
state of the molecule called the rotational constant

Bv ¼
�h

4pcI
; (3)

and Dv is a centrifugal distortion constant. The magnitude of
the rotational constant is a measure for the energy scale of
the rotational fine structure associated with each vibrational
state, and it will be different for different electronic states,
even for vibrational states indexed by the same v. In our
experiment, the students are advised to ignore higher order
contributions such as centrifugal distortion, except in the
final comments regarding the possible corrections to the
rigid-rotor model.

Equation (2) yields a simple expression for the line ener-
gies in the vibrational-rotational band resulting from decays
ðv0; J0Þ ! ðv00; J00Þ. In spectroscopic literature, transitions
occurring between electronic Eel states and vibrational Ev

levels of energies can also be defined in terms of a term
value Tv ¼ ðEel þ EvÞ=hc, with the pure vibrational lines
given by ~�v0v00 ¼ Tv0 � Tv00 . Hence, the total energy change in
the transition can be written in terms of term values as
~� v0v00J0J00 ¼ ðTv0 � Tv00 Þ þ ðF0v � F00v Þ or

~�v0v00J0J00 ¼ ~� v0v00 þ B0vJ
0ðJ0 þ 1Þ � B00vJ

00ðJ00 þ 1Þ: (4)

In our experiment, we observe the rotational structure for the
vibrational ground states ðv0; v00Þ ¼ ð0; 0Þ and thus let
~� v0v00 ¼ ~�00. Equation (4) can be expressed in terms of the
lower quantum number J00 for the emission spectrum. The
P-branch means DJ ¼ 1, and so J00 ¼ J0 þ 1, giving

~�P ¼ ~�00 � ðB0v þ B00v ÞJ00 þ ðB0v � B00v ÞJ002: (5)

Likewise, the R-branch means DJ ¼ �1, and so J00 ¼ J0 � 1,
or

~�R ¼ ~�00 þ 2B0v þ ð3B0v � B00v ÞJ00 þ ðB0v � B00v ÞJ002: (6)

The equations above (P- and R-branches) represent parab-
olas in J00 and can be plotted against the associated J00 on a
Fortrat diagram as shown in Fig. 2. As a guide for the assign-
ment of rotational quantum numbers J00 to the observed spec-
tra, the students are provided with a Fortrat diagram
generated using values for ~�00; B0v, and B00v from literature,13

listed in Table II. The Fortrat diagram aids in the analysis
and representation of the rotational structure of molecular
spectra. In the case of the first negative system, the diagram
shows that the lines of the P-branch are densely distributed
between the rotational quantum number 0 and 26, and the P-
branch turns back, thus more transition lines form closer to
the vertex of the parabola. The vertex itself corresponds to
the 0–0 band head at k00¼ 391.4 nm. The theory behind the
rotational structure of diatomic molecules and Fortrat dia-
grams can be found elsewhere.19–22

III. GUIDE TO THE ANALYSIS OF SPECTRA

A. Analysis I: Spectral features and data

To observe the rotational structure for the X2Rþg  B2Rþu
transition, we use an Ocean Optics HR4000 spectrometer,23

calibrated using helium light,24 with a resolution of 0.02 nm.

Figure 3 shows the observed emission spectrum of the rota-

tional structure of the 0–0 band, where we denoted JP and JR

as the number J00 for the respective branches. Since selection

rules forbid the Q-branch for transitions between R-states, the

students observed a spectrum of partially superposed P- and

R-branches. It is readily observable from the spectrum that

the 391.4-nm band head is unresolved due to closely spaced

by the blended JP lines, as shown on the Fortrat parabola. The

1–1 band of the first negative system is also visible at about

388.4 nm.17 The lines JR of the R-branch start close to the

wavelength of the pure vibrational transition, k00 � 391 nm

corresponding to a wavenumber ~�00 ¼ 25570 cm�1. The

peaks become more separated with increasing J due to the

centrifugal distortion that stretches the molecule and increases

the moment of inertia, thus decreasing the rotational energy.

The intensity of the spectral lines Iem in the emission spec-

trum is proportional to the population NJ0 of the upper elec-

tronic states and is given by

Iem ¼ gJ0NJ0AJ0J00 ; (7)

where gJ0 is the statistical weight of the upper electronic states
and AJ0J00 is the transition probability. Thus, because at ther-
mal equilibrium the upper states are populated as described
by Boltzmann distribution, the general tendency of rotational
intensities is to form a crest about a maximum with a temper-
ature dependent Jmax. On our spectrum, the maximum inten-
sity is given by JR ¼ Jmax ¼ 7, consistent with the value
expected for room temperature according to Eq. (10). The sta-
tistical weight gJ0 includes contributions both from the
ð2J0 þ 1Þ-degeneracy and the nuclear-spin parity of the upper
level. The parity is symmetric for odd J0 with weight of 2/3
and antisymmetric for even J0 with weight of 1/3.13,19

Consequently, the intensity is expected to alternate for succes-
sive odd- and even-J0 lines. Note that in our case JP and JR

assigned in Fig. 3 represent the lower rotational levels J00, so

Fig. 2. The Fortrat diagram of a band showing Nþ2 X 2Rþg ðv00 ¼ 0; J00Þ  
B 2Rþu ðv0 ¼ 0; J0Þ transitions near 391.4 nm. The circles represent transitions

and the parabola guides the assignment of rotational quantum numbers J00 to

the spectral lines in the P- and R-branches. The band head appears on the

long-wavelength side of the R-branch.
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one expects even-J00 lines to be more intense than odd-J00

lines. Inasmuch as the peaks result from overlapping odd with
even lines from the two branches, and the statistical weight is
also proportional to 2J00 þ 1, the even-JP lines will be the
most intense. For instance, the highest intensity line is given
by an even JP¼ 34 dominating the odd JR¼ 7.

After discussing the various characteristics of the spec-
trum, the students compute and tabulate the spectral wave-
numbers—that is, odd-JP peaks—which will suffice to
estimate some rotational parameters of the molecule. Table I
lays out values extracted from the sample spectrum shown in
Fig. 3. The errors in the results are the standard deviation.

B. Analysis II: Extracting rotational constants and

moment of inertia

One straightforward method is to fit one of the two data
sets ð~�P; ~�RÞ with a second order polynomial, compare the
model coefficients with the equation for the respective
branch, and build a simple system of linear equations with
unknowns B0v and B00v . For example, Fig. 4 shows the plot and
the polynomial regression for the R-branch data sampled in
Table I. The fit produces fairly good estimations for the rota-
tional parameters as listed and compared with values from
literature in Table II. Based on the rotational constants, the
students calculate the excitation energy of the ion (from the
free term of the polynomial fit), the moments of inertia I0 and
I00 in the upper and lower electronic states [using Eq. (3)],
and the respective average internuclear distance of the

molecule. Additionally, the students can be asked to compute
the band head energy by first calculating the corresponding
JP from the turning point of the P-branch polynomial and
then the corresponding maximum term value [Eq. (5)].

C. Analysis III: Estimating rotational temperature

Molecular gas temperature determination is important for
the investigation of plasma processes. There are many appli-
cations of nitrogen or nitrogen containing plasmas in differ-
ent types of electrical discharges. In such plasmas, the
rotational distribution of nitrogen quickly achieves thermo-
dynamic equilibrium within the gas, because nitrogen mole-
cules exchange rotational energy faster with heavy particles
than with electrons. Thus, a gas temperature can be extracted
from the electronic spectra. The rovibrational band spectrum
can also be used for plasmas that do not contain nitrogen as a
sensitive thermometer for the gas temperature by adding a
trace amount of nitrogen.27 Electron impact excitation and
ionization take place on a time scale much faster than molec-
ular vibration or rotation. Thus, the Boltzmann distribution
of population of rotational levels in the ground state is pre-
served during the excitation or ionization.28,29 The measured
rotational temperature of the upper B2Rþu state reflects the
corresponding distribution in the ground state of N2.

Consequently, in the third part of the analysis, the students
investigate the distribution of the rotational levels to deter-
mine a rotational temperature, which is a measure of the

Fig. 3. Measured emission band spectrum of Nþ2 near 391.4 nm with the fine structure of partially overlapping rotational branches quantized via rotational

quantum numbers for the lower level, J00 ¼ JP;R.

Fig. 4. The variation of the most distinct term values for the R-branch can

be fit with a polynomial to obtain the rotational constants of the two states.

Table I. The data used by the students include quantum numbers J assigned

using the Fortrat diagram in Fig. 2, as well as wavelengths k and intensities

Iem collected directly from the spectrum in Fig. 3. The standard deviation of

the intensity values is about 4%.

JR JP k (nm) ~� JP;R
(cm�1) Iem (counts)

3 30 390.70 25595 6630

5 32 390.54 25605 6600

7 34 390.36 25617 7500

9 36 390.14 25632 6230

11 38 389.91 25647 5850

13 40 389.65 25664 4940

15 42 389.38 25682 4870

17 44 389.10 25700 3170

19 46 388.80 25720 2690
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thermal energy necessary for rotational excitations. The
argument is based on Eq. (7) for the line intensity of emis-
sion spectrum. Assuming predominantly thermal excitations,
the number of molecules in the excited rotational level com-
plies with a Boltzmann distribution weighted by the 2J þ 1
degeneracy of the upper level. Because the transition also
depends on the lower level, the degeneracy can be averaged
between the two levels as J0 þ J00 þ 1, such that, in a first
approximation

Iem ¼ CðJ0 þ J00 þ 1Þe�EJ0=kBT (8)

or

Iem ¼ CðJ0 þ J00 þ 1Þe�BvhcJ0ðJ0þ1Þ=kBT ; (9)

where C is almost constant for a single band of either odd or
even J at constant temperature. The validity of this formula
can be extrapolated to molecular excitations by direct elec-
tron impact so they hardly modify the angular momentum of
the molecule. However, for excitations by collisions with
heavier metastable atoms, the formula provides only a base-
line model for the spectral intensities. Although some meta-
stable Helium species may contribute to the nitrogen ion
excitation by collisions,8 the model retains its pedagogical
value and is sufficient to provide a good estimation for the
rotational temperature. Note that the formula that maximizes
the intensity is readily derivable from Eq. (9) as

Jmax ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kBT

2Bvhc

r
� 1

2
: (10)

Using Jmax ¼ 7 and the B0v from literature, one can calculate
rotational temperature of about 337 K. However, the com-
mon practice is to estimate the temperature within the con-
text of the entire rotational band by rearranging and
representing Eq. (9) graphically as

ln
Iem

J0 þ J00 þ 1

� �
¼ lnC� B0vhc

kBT
J0 J0 þ 1ð Þ; (11)

where as before, J0 ¼ J00 þ 1 for the R-branch and J0 ¼ J00

�1 for the P-branch. Note that, if the left-hand term is plot-
ted with respect to J0ðJ0 þ 1Þ, the slope of the resulting linear
distribution will be equal to �B0vhc=kBT, yielding the rota-
tional temperature of the molecule. Figure 5 illustrates this
method using some of the intensity values for odd J00 listed
in Table II for the R-branch. The students note that, if they
construct the graph within a range of low JR-values, such as
between 1 and 13, the slope provided by the linear fit will
result in a rotational temperature of about 330 6 35 K.

Comparing this value with the literature, the rotational tem-
perature of the N2-containing plasma in a discharge was
determined in the range of 300–900 K by various meth-
ods.30–33 However, counting in higher JR-values will quickly
decrease the slope, thus indicating that Eq. (11) is less appro-
priate to model the population of higher rotational levels,
especially when the excitation mechanisms cannot be confi-
dently associated with a purely thermal distribution. Yet, this
approach does render a pedagogically practical framework
for the study of molecular excitations and the limitations of
the rigid-rotor model. Here, the students can be encouraged
to suggest explanations for the shortcomings of the model in
the light of the various excitation scenarios that may be
detected in the discharge tube. Related to this, they may also
observe that Eq. (2) is less suitable to describe rotational
energies with larger J when ignoring the centrifugal distor-
tion term. This also explains why it is unreasonable to use
the model with the P-branch, because on our spectrum its
lines become distinct only for large JP numbers.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We described a rather straightforward and inexpensive
experiment which provides an excellent demonstration of
molecular spectroscopy directly in a classroom or laboratory
setting. The experimental setup can shed light on some
subtle aspects of the rotational structure of diatomic mole-
cules. Whereas in a previous article we outlined an experi-
mental procedure to observe the vibrational modes of the
neutral molecule, in the present study, we introduced the
next logical development: a method to scrutinize the rota-
tional modes of the ionized molecule. The data are obtained
by measuring the first negative system—a particularly
intense band of radiative transitions in the vicinity of
391.4 nm between rotational levels of the electronic states
B2Rþu and X2Rþg of the nitrogen molecular ion. The ioniza-
tion and excitation of nitrogen occur—likely via multiple
mechanisms—in an ac capillary discharge tube, and the
ensuing emission spectrum is collected using an Ocean
Optics hand-held spectrometer. When combined with the
rigid-rotor molecular model, the spectrum proves sufficient
to extract fairly good estimations for some rotational charac-
teristics, in particular, the rotational constants and moments
of inertia of the upper and lower states, as well as the

Fig. 5. The rotational temperature can be estimated using a linear regression

over the spectral intensity data. Considering low-JR lines and the rotational

constant B0v estimated for the B2Rþu state, the slope provides a fair tempera-

ture evaluation.

Table II. A comparison between rotational parameters estimated based on

the spectrum in Fig. 3 and values published in literature. The errors represent

1r.

Constants Students Literature

~� 00 (cm�1) 25570 6 3 25580 (Ref. 13); 25566 (Ref. 25)

B0v (cm�1) 2.014 6 0.110 2.083 (Ref. 13); 2.085 (Ref. 26)

B00v (cm�1) 1.857 6 0.110 1.933 (Ref. 13); 1.932 (Ref. 26)

I0 (10�46 kg m2) 1.39 6 0.08 1.34 (Ref. 13)

I00 (10�46 kg m2) 1.51 6 0.08 1.45 (Ref. 13)
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rotational temperature of the molecule. In the process, the
students are to make educationally formative decisions. For
example, they must tabulate and plot the energies of emitted
photons, assign rotational quantum numbers based on read-
ing the provided Fortrat diagram, understand the selection
rules governing the transitions, and interpret spectral features
such as the band head, crest-like shape, and alternating inten-
sities. To use the polynomial regression that yields the rota-
tional constants and subsequently the moments of inertia,
they have to choose and compare the fit with the model for
one of the spectral branches. To estimate the rotational tem-
perature, they have to first find an expected value then select
a range of rotational intensities to fit linearly and extract the
temperature from the slope. The analysis allows the students
to observe and explain the limits of the rigid-rotor model,
and the interpretation of the data allows for a more realistic
perspective considering the rotational-vibrational coupling.
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